New Student and Family Programs EX/L Project Proposal

**Project:** Assessing and proposing a change to the New Student/ Orientation fee at UT Tyler.

**Purpose of the Project:** To provide evidence that allows us to slightly increase the New Student/ Orientation fee so that we can fully cover the cost of the program.

**Learning Objectives:** Student will gain skills in research and proposal writing that can be transferred to real life experiences.

**Responsibilities:** The student chosen will assess New Student/ Orientation fees at similar institutions (outlined by the president earlier this year). They will be responsible for finding out what each institution charges for the fee and what is included in their programs. Then they will compare and create a proposal that we will present to the student fee committee for a hopeful increase in our fee.

**Outcome:** At the end of the project, our office will hopefully have a solution to our funding problem for new student programs. The student will have gained valuable knowledge and experience that can be transferred into their future careers.